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Abstract— A Wireless network is based on packet switching 

concept and is capable of handling a variety of applications.   

The challenge is to attain a better Quality of Service (QoS) 

for the like applications of real-time and non-real time in an 

interesting environment with varying bit rate, unpredicted 

channel lay off.   The objective of QoS provision is to afford 

the opted services for the users while utilizing a particular 

application.   It describes the concept of quality of services 

in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) in terms of small size 

sensor, low cost, low power, routing and capacity of 

wireless networks.   By given that quality of service (QoS) 

support in wireless sensor networks is a sanatorium growing 

part of the research.   Many control mechanism is necessary 

in order to guarantee the reliability, these are load capacity, 

bandwidth, flow control, an end to end transmission in the 

wireless communication networks. A cross-layer move 

towards is principally significant for any network using 

wireless technologies. Since the state of the physical 

medium can considerably vary over time. This survey paper 

presents various wireless technologies and its frameworks in 

QoS perspective.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A wireless sensor network (WSNs) is sustaining adaptive 

QoS, user application- supposed bandwidth with networks 

fill competence.   QoS is in research due to the regard of 

support wide range of WSNs attributes such as bandwidth, 

reliability, point to point transmission in the wireless 

communication networks.   The sensor node is used tiny size 

and almost impossible to manually configuration each and 

every node change or replace a node.   Self-configuration 

and self-organizing capability need to the sensor networks, 

like in ad hoc networks.   Not large distance communication 

in the environment sensor networks.   Deploying sense node 

is enable remote sensing with minimum human interference.  

Use in a group of sensor node randomly deployed in sensing 

the traffic data, control industrial area, environment, hotel 

and physically sense pressure, sound, and wireless network.   

Wireless sensor networks establish power consuming, low 

costly, short distance communication and tiny size sensor 

node in networks.   Provide QoS in WSNs routing protocol, 

power conservation, and architecture etc.   The new ideal 

wireless sensor is networks and profitable, Munch through 

very low power, reliability provide in long-distance 

communication, low cast and easy install, and not 

requirement real maintenance.   The major problem in best 

sensor and wireless communication connection required for 

battery life, sensor keep informed and size are all major 

designed thought [1].   

Many challenges have been identified while 

transferring a multimedia content over a wireless channel 

which includes heterogeneousness of the recipients, loss of 

packets, sudden changes in bandwidth etc.   The 

phenomenon of transferring such a high-quality stream of 

real-time data over the fluctuating communication channel 

possesses a major issue.   The conventional Open System 

Interconnection (OSI) stack is found to be incapable in the 

context of herded wireless applications because of its strict 

layering [2][3].   In order to enhance the interaction and 

collaboration among the layers, relaxation of layering is 

allowed that contributes to the emergence of a new design 

principle called cross-layer pattern.   The current issues are 

forwarded to the demand in Quality of Service which leads 

to the deployment of cross-layer design in future generation 

heterogeneous wireless networks to achieve the level by 

implementing framework over the multimedia streaming 

technique [4].   

The rest of the paper is compiled as follows.   

Section II furnishes the proposals and implementations of 

similar research work intended to enhance QoS support for 

different applications.   Section III describes the different 

standards with their architecture comparison.   Section IV 

shows the core idea of paper contribution: the QoS analysis 

of several wireless standards.   Section V presents the 

comparative study of various networking technologies such 

as UMTS, WiMAX and Adaptive QoS cross-layer IP 

module (QXIP) and Enhanced QoS –cross IP method 

(EQXIP).   

II. QOS PARAMETERS 

A. Throughput 

Throughput is usually considered in bits per second (bit/s or 

bps), and occasionally in data packets per second (p/s or 

pps) or data packets per time slot.   

B. Transmission Delay 

Transmission delay is the amount of time required to push 

all the packet's bits into the wire.   Time which a packet 

takes to travel from one end to the other.   Minimum delay is 

always preferred.   

C. Latency  

Latency is the amount of time a message takes to navigate a 

system.   Latency depends on the speed of the 

communication medium and the delays in the broadcast by 

devices along the way.   A low latency indicates high 

network efficiency.   

D. Packet Loss Rate 

Packet loss occurs when one or more number of packets of 

data moving across a computer network fails to reach their 

destination.   Packet loss is measured as a percentage of 
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packets lost with respect to packets sent.   The rate at which 

a packet may be lost.    

E. Packet Error Rate 

Packet Error Rate (PER) is used to test the performance of 

an access terminal's receiver.   This is the errors which are 

present in a packet due to corrupted bits.   The minimum 

value is preferred to be attained.   

F. Priority 

Prioritization is also called CoS (class of service) since 

traffic is classed into categories such as high, medium, and 

low (gold, silver, and bronze), and the lower the priority, the 

more "drop eligible" is a packet.   

G. Reliability 

A reliable service is one that notifies the user if liberation 

fails, while an "unpredictable" one does not notify the user if 

liberation fails.   It can be defined as the likelihood that a 

system will produce correct outputs up to some given time t.    

A reliable system does not without a sound continue and 

convey results that include uncorrected despoiled data.   

H. Availability  

Availability means the chance that the system is operational 

at a given time.   High-availability systems may statement 

availability in terms of proceedings or hours of downtime 

per year.    

I. Serviceability 

Serviceability is the minimalism and speed in the business 

of which a scheme can be repaired.    If the time to repair a 

failed system increases, then availability will decrease.   

Serviceability includes various methods of easily diagnosing 

the system when problems arise.   Early detection of faults 

can decrease or avoid system downtime.   

From the above described parameters Throughput, 

latency, packet loss rate, packet error rate, data protection, 

reliability plays a major role in wireless sensor network.   

Since this may use full to improve the quality of service 

through the speed of data transmission with low packet loss 

rate and improving the reliability with security.   

III. CHALLENGES FOR QOS SUPPORT IN WSN 

A memory of WSN is very different from ad-hoc networks 

and internet.   So the requirements with respect to these 

networks are also different.   Moreover, resource constraint 

and power-hungry nature of WSN impose several challenges 

also which are discussed below 

A. Resource Constraints 

As we know sensor nodes are deployed in the hostile 

environment and the battery can be drained quickly and 

there is no source to replace or recharge the battery so 

energy becomes an important constraint.   Other constraints 

are the memory, limited processing, and transmission 

power.   

B. Scalability 

Depending upon the application requirements sensor nodes 

can increase therefore QoS should support scalability.   

Performance of network should not be degraded as a number 

of nodes increases.   

C. Fault Tolerance 

Due to depletion of energy node can fail.   In case of node 

failures network should cope up as soon as possible but 

network dynamics such as node failures, link failures 

imposes challenges for QoS.   

D. Packet Criticality 

Depending upon the application criticality of a packet is 

identified and priority is assigned. For real-time packets, 

higher priority is assigned. QoS mechanisms should 

differentiate packet importance and set up priority structure.   

Multiple sinks and traffic types: Depending upon 

the application requirements multiple sinks and sensors may 

be involved for different purposes. This makes QoS more 

challenging.   

Real-time requirements: Multimedia applications 

and Performance critical applications have different delay 

requirements. Hard real-time delay guarantees become 

difficult to achieve because of the limited resource and 

energy issues of WSN.  Multimedia data requires high 

bandwidth and low delay. So predefined QoS is required in 

these applications to achieve required service.   

IV. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES 

A. Universal Mobile Telecommunication Service (UMTS – 

3G Technology) 

Universal Mobile Telecommunication Service is a big boom 

in the third generation of radio technology; it brings up ways 

for people to get connected to computers and mobile 

networks through internet.   UMTS stack contains both Non-

Access Stratum and Access Stratum.   The Access Stratum 

contains physical, Link and Network Layer, at once they 

pass through, they got mapped to other layer frames.   Non-

Access Stratum is based on the functionalities- either packet 

switched or circuit switched.   The purpose of traffic 

channels is to carry voice information whereas the control 

channel carries signal information to bring up a connection 

between the nodes and User Equipment (UE).   Transport 

signals can be multiplexed and de-multiplexed.    

UMTS achieved good results in terms of QoS 

factors such as high bit rates, high bandwidth, and high 

quality. The only critical factor present is power 

management.   Power management contains two operations 

namely power control and power allocation.   When the 

number of the user increases in UMTS, multi-user capability 

will also increase.   Hence, the throughput depends upon the 

maximum number of instantaneous codes.   

1) QOS Factors in Concern with UMTS 

1) In HSDPA (High Speed Downlink Packet Access), 

throughput factor decreases because of multiple access 

interference.   The throughput increases when the 

mobile nodes in the network are being increased.   

2) The delay occurs when there is congestion on node link.   

The delay is related to sound traffic in a network, for 

instance, internet with long range dependence act 

slowly when compared to traditional voice traffic 

mechanisms.   
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B. World Wide Interoperability for Microwave Access 

(WIMAX – 4G Technology) 

 

WiMAX supports a different kind of applications such as 

fixed, nomadic and mobile.   Nomadic applications denote 

connection from a portable device, mobile applications 

denote transit and Fixed applications refer to typical 

connectivity from non-mobile devices.   MAC layer brings 

interface functionality to the physical layer in WiMAX 

architecture.   Based on the traffic and QoS requirements 

like IP, Ethernet, TDM, and ATM, sub-layer transports 

traffic to MAC layer from transport layer.   Convergence 

Layer does MSDU suppression in the header to avoid upper 

layer overheads.    

Five types of scheduling services exist in WiMAX 

and they are Extended Real Time Polling Service, Best 

Effort, Non-Real-time Polling Service, Real-Time Polling 

Service and Unsolicited Grant Service [15].   WiMAX 

architecture could give multimedia and voice contents.    

WiMAX increases bandwidth and capacity when 

compared to the Single carrier system.   High data rates can 

be achieved by bringing sub-carrier system closer and 

placing it orthogonally.   Power management is managed by 

two different modes namely Idle and Sleep.   When MT 

creates absence in BS, sleep occurs.   Idle is when MT is 

periodically available.   

1) QOS Factors In Concern with WIMAX 

1) WiMAX is proved to be better and efficient when 

compared with other technologies such as 4G cellular, 

WI-FI, and mesh network.   

2) WiMAX throughput is based on factors like effective 

cost rates, modulation rates, symbol duration, sub-

carriers, the number of carriers and Channel spacing.   

3) 3GPP is constantly working on improving the 

throughput of an LTE network when compared to 

WiMAX.   

2) WIMAX in Comparison with UMTS 

1) UMTS is providing various new data services whereas 

WiMAX is conceived to fixed and wireless mobility 

technologies.   

2) Both systems provide high data rates.   

3) UMTS has the capability to adjust bit rate to give more 

QoS and it automatically takes care of retransmitting 

error bits.   

4) WiMAX contains high-performance packets that can 

support different services and interconnections between 

networks.   

5) In UMTS, when reductions are performed it is supposed 

to increase the delay.   But in WiMAX, higher capacity 

reduces reductions in terms lower the delay.   

6) Cell edge of UMTS is 1.  64 KM and for WiMAX, it is 

0.  9 KM.   

C. Adaptive QoS Cross Layer IP Module (QXIP) - A 

Fourth Generation Supportive Module 

QXIP has implemented at topmost layers which are capable 

of managing routing and QoS services in various networks.   

The Mobile Equipment is in need to collect the QoS 

parameters in a two-dimensional matrix within the module, 

by signaling the layers.   QXIP does the quality analysis by 

utilizing the data stored in the matrix before a transfer.   The 

significant feature of QXIP is it is able to combine various 

traffic levels in either a same or different level of wireless 

access layers.   This yields high throughput.   QXIP pass 

data to MAC layer from Network layer in packet priority 

scheduling fashion.   Autocorrelation curves in the statistical 

analysis are clear to know that delay’s in ME is balanced 

when a number of mobile node increase.   

QXIP module has the capability to gather Time of 

Service information along with Signal to Noise Ratio 

(SNR), Transmission Power (TP), Packet Error Ratio (PER), 

etc.  , from the Application layer, Logical Link Control Sub-

layer and Media Access Control Sub-layer.   In downlink 

transfer, the module first tries to connect to WLAN in order 

to attain maximum utilization such that the WLAN 

parameters i.  e., SNR, PER, and TP are lies above their 

appropriate WLAN thresholds.   If it is not feasible at that 

present situation, QXIP tries for the UMTS network in 

consideration with its low edge threshold.   Thus, the packet 

will reach the network layer and down the protocol stack or 

it gets dropped when it does not get admitted to acquiring 

the network.   In any way, each packet will come across the 

process of scheduling affirmed with packet priority just 

before it is injected into the above-mentioned downlink 

procedure.   

D. Enhanced QOS Cross IP (EQXIP) - A Fourth 

Generation Supportive Module 

EQXIP is an enhanced QoS module that has cross-layer 

design and has good optimization techniques when 

compared to other wireless technologies like WiMAX and 

UMTS.   For EQXIP, the mobile node must collect the QoS 

abstraction of parameters from different layers such as 

Constant Bit Rate (CBR), Variable Bit Rate (VBR), Data 

packet size, Delay, Throughput, Jitter control and Packet 

Delivery Ratio.   This EQXIP relies on the signaling 

messages exchanged between the different layers of the 

network and ensure the high level of QoS during the 

transmission of multimedia streaming data over the 

heterogeneous wireless network systems.   

E. EQXIP IN Comparison with QXIP 

1) There are changes in the delay factors for high velocity 

but that keeps on balancing between EQXIP and QXIP 

when the mobility factor is slightly varying.   

2) Packet delivery factor is also gets balanced between 

both architectures within the network.   

3) Jitter value is increasing in QXIP but in EQXIP it gets 

lowered for every connection.   

4) Average throughput in EQXIP is high when compared 

to QXIP.   Throughput is directly proportional to the 

mobility of nodes.   

Two main considerations have to be focused while 

in QoS provision.   One thing is providing access to 

different types of network. The second thing referred to end 

to end QoS provision between different networks with 

varying needs of throughput, a delay that leads to 

maintaining QoS at different levels.   

1) Level of QoS at Physical Layer 

The responsibility of physical layer is to achieve the packet 

level QoS that can be applied to different parameters with 

the accountancy of cross-layer parameters such as channel 
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condition, transmit power, coding, and modulation. This 

layer provides a functionality of interacting with the upper 

layers of the network.   

2) Level of QOS at Link/MAC Layer 

The major function of the Link/MAC layer is to achieve the 

transaction level QoS with the cross-layer parameters that 

are considered under acceptable delay and packet loss. This 

helps to identify the retransmitted frames, frame length 

during the transmission initiates and computes.   

Layer QoS Parameters QoS levels 

Physical 

Channel condition, BER, 

transmit power, coding, 

modulation. 

Packet 

level 

QoS 

Link/MAC Acceptable delay, packet loss 
Transaction 

level QoS 

Network Handoff latency 

Circuit 

level 

QoS 

Transport Packet loss 
User level 

QoS 

Application Throughput 
End to end 

QoS 

Layer QoS Parameters QoS Levels 

Table 1: Cross Layer QoS Parameters Level of QoS at 

Network Layer 

This layer allows the network to interact with the 

upper layer and having the functionality of achieving circuit 

level QoS with the support of cross-layer parameters such as 

handoff latency.   

3) Level of QOS at Transport Layer 

This layer concentrates on attaining user-level QoS within 

different types of cellular network.   This relies on the cross-

layer parameters for QoS with the concentration on the 

packet loss.   

4) Level of QOS at Application Layer 

The end to end QoS is achieved in the application layer by 

considering the throughput as the major parameter to attain 

the level in the different cellular network.   

V. THE COMPARATIVE ANALYSE OF QOS PARAMETERS- 

THROUGHPUT, DELAY AND PACKET DELIVERY RATIO 

The simulation environment of NS2 has one UMTS node, 

and WiMAX access points connected via the gateway to the 

core network.   At the initial stage, the Mobile Nodes are 

randomly deployed within the area of 600*600m2.   Once 

the simulation starts, the destination can be set.   The 

mobility of the node relies on the average speed in the range 

of 2-18m/s.   The simulation scenario is shown below.   As 

given in [18], the dual mode mobile equipment with two 

interfaces, one for UMTS and another for WLAN network 

in the simulation environment is compared with EQXIP.   

 
Fig. 1: Simulation 

The node is deployed with coordinates (450,500) 

and is capable of covering the distance of 500m over the 

simulated area.  For deploying the Access points, two of 

them are coordinated at (180,180) and (250,250) in order to 

provide the coverage distance of 150m around the deployed 

mobile nodes.   The Bit Rate value of 1000 bytes is 

initialized at the beginning of the simulation time.   The 

simulated wireless environment along with deployed mobile 

nodes is provided with the total network coverage of both 

UMTS and WiMAX.   The gateway is wired UMTS node.   

Parameters Values 

Packet size 1000 bytes 

Mobility 2-18m/s 

Mobile Nodes 10 

Simulation time 16 seconds 

Arrival time 5 seconds 

Table 2: Simulation Parameters 

The velocity versus throughput graph in Fig.   2. 

Illustrates the average increase in throughput for 

EQXIP_MN in comparison with the mobile nodes in other 

networks.   The average throughput increases accordingly to 

the networks compared, only because the mobility of the 

nodes are fixed at a velocity of 2m/s.   

 
Fig. 2: Throughput measure 

The graphical value comparison for the delay and 

different mobility ranges from 2 up to 18m/s is shown in the 

following Fig.   3.   The delay value for the network ranges 

from 0 to 3000m/s as the mobility of 2m/s increases the 

probability of the delay value gets decreased consequently 

with the expected value that the mobile nodes must reach.   
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Fig. 3: Delay measure 

With reference to Fig. 3, decreased in the value of 

delay is noted with the higher velocity where there are 

steady values between the QXIP and EQXIP.   However, the 

delay measures are noted to be inversely proportional to that 

of the wandering nodes.   

Furthermore, the average Packet Delivery Ratio 

(PDR) values for the first case of EQXIP module attained 

almost a balanced range when the QXIP module within 

other network has a tendency to reach some points.   As the 

number of mobile nodes increases, the PDR from a single 

node to a various deployment of nodes balanced within the 

ranges.   The PDR value in our case is better while 

compared with another case.   There is a chance of packet 

losses which may lead to the reduction of values for another 

case.   The illustrated graphical representation is shown in 

the following Fig 4.   

 
Fig. 4: Impact of node count in PDR 

VI. PROPOSED MODEL 

The currently emerged EQXIP module could deal with 

records float throughout all of the layers of the protocol 

stack based on numerous QoS parameters.   Minimum 

postpone and most throughputs are cited.   with the above 

perspective to enhance the QoS we use a number of the 

foremost best of carriers like throughput, latency, packet 

loss price, records safety and reliability.   

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The present networking status of increasing traffic and real-

time needs can be managed by cross-layering.   This attempt 

depicted comparative results for wireless standards in QoS 

perspective which includes throughput, delay in a 

heterogeneous wireless environment.   The results point to a 

lead in the attainment of high-level QoS with the standards 

that utilize cross-layering in comparison with various 

networks of UMTS and WiMAX around the simulated area.  

The recently emerged EQXIP module could handle 

information flow across all the layers of the protocol stack 

based on various QoS parameters.   The above relationship 

between EQXIP technology and QoS parameters Minimum 

delay and maximum throughput with the record safety and 

low packet loss rate are obtained.   
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